INFRARED/WHITE LED HANDGUN LIGHT + INFRARED LASER

350 LUMENS

2.5 HOURS

155 METERS
LENS

MULTIPLE
SPECTRUM

LASER

DESCRIPTION

The highly versatile X400V dual-spectrum WeaponLight for handguns
and long guns features an integral Class 1 infrared-laser aiming
device and our innovative V-Series head, which provides both whitelight and infrared illumination suitable for virtually any mission. In
white-light mode, a recoil-proof LED delivers 350 lumens of visible,
tactical-level light; twist the bezel’s self-locking selector to switch to
an infrared LED that generates 120 mW of IR illumination for use with
night vision devices (NVDs) — no IR filter required. A proprietary TIR
lens shapes the light output from either LED into a useful beam with
significant reach and enough peripheral illumination for maintaining
situational awareness. The commercially available < 0.7 mW infrared
laser — eye-safe for force-on-force training — provides a highly
visible dot for aiming during stealth operations where focusing on
iron sights with NVDs can be challenging. The rugged X400V securely
mounts to Universal and MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) rails via its QuickDetach rail clamp, and activation is achieved via an ergonomic,
ambidextrous rear toggle switch or with an optional DG grip or XT07
tape switch. For sheer versatility — including beam shape, spectrum,
and mission/weapon compatibility — there’s no beating the X400V.
FEATURES
¼ Virtually indestructible white-light and infrared LEDs regulated
to maximize output and runtime
¼ TIR lens shapes white or IR light into focused beam with ample
reach and surround light for close- to medium-range applications

SPECIFICATIONS

X400V

¼ On-the-fly bezel switching between white-light, infrared, and
disable mode; no IR filter required

OUTPUT

WH: 350 lumens IR: 120 mW LASER: < 0.7 mW (850 nm)

RUNTIME

WH: 2.5 hours IR: 16.75 hours LASER: 20 hours

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

13,000 candela

DISTANCE

155 meters

¼ Features integral eye-safe, commercially available infrared laser
sight < 0.7 milliwatts (850 nm)

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum
Mil-Spec Hard Anodized

¼ Integral ambidextrous momentary- and constant-on switching

FINISH
WEIGHT (w/batteries)

4.9 oz (139 g)

¼ Attaches securely to both Universal and Picatinny accessory rails

LENGTH

4.0 in (10.1 cm)

¼ Weatherproof O-ring and gasket sealing

BEZEL DIAMETER

1.06 in (2.7 cm)

BATTERIES

Two 123A lithium (incl.)

SWITCHING

Ambidextrous push/toggle

¼ High-strength aerospace aluminum body, Mil-Spec hard 		
anodized for extreme durability
¼ Accepts optional pressure-activated DG and XT remote 		
switches for precision control without altering grip on weapon

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard.

PART# / UPC
X400V-B-IRC

084871325349
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PACKAGING SPECS

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

BATTERY TYPE

VOLTAGE

CAPACITY

ENERGY

123A*

3V

1,550 mAh

4.65 Wh 17 g

WEIGHT

LITHIUM CONTENT

0.465 g

*Specifications per battery

H

D

TYPE

Box - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT

7.75 in (19.6 cm)

WIDTH

4.625 in (11.7 cm)

DEPTH

1.5 in (3.8 cm)

DG SWITCH

XT07 TAPE SWITCH

(Grip switch for handguns)

(Rail attach for long guns)

Other approptiate models available

UPC: 084871851282

123A LITHIUM BATTERIES

SC1 SPARE BATTERY CARRIER

Available in 2, 6, 12-packs and bulk options

Other appropriate models also available

W

BODY SPECS

4.0 in

1.06 in
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